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EUROPEAN DATA WRAP: LARGELY ON TRACK 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

 
ZEW: CONVERGENCE AT WORK 

Mixed news from the survey of financial investors and analysts: respondents scaled down their expectations for German 
growth for the sixth month in a row, with the headline ZEW index falling to 29.8 in June from 33.1 in May. The index is 
only marginally above its long-run average of 24.7. Sustained changes in ZEW expectations usually flag some change in 
economic momentum six months in advance but do not say much about the actual speed of future economic growth. The 
ZEW does suggest that Germany will expand at a slower pace late this year than the 3.2% annualised pace of Q1.  
 
However, two other ZEW data put the drop in the German headline index into perspective.  
1. The assessment of current conditions in Germany advanced further in June to 67.7 from 62.1 in May, hitting the 

strongest level since the euro crisis escalated in mid-2011. Current growth seems to be pretty solid. This also ex-
plains some gradual slippage in the German expectations index: the better the current situation already is, the fewer 
respondents to the survey expect it to get even better.  

2. Despite the drop in the headline index for Germany, expectations for Eurozone growth advanced to 58.4 in June 
from 55.2 in May. While Germany seems to be hit by falling exports to Russia, the Eurozone as a whole is much 
less exposed to Putin. Instead, the gradual recovery of domestic demand in the erstwhile crisis countries is now 
supporting the overall outlook for the Eurozone. In a way, this is convergence at work. 

 

EUROZONE LABOUR: SUBDUED COSTS, MORE VACANCIES 

Subdued gains in labour costs offset some of the hit from a modestly overvalued Euro for the Eurozone. Overall nominal 
labour costs in the Eurozone rose by merely 0.9% yoy in Q1, down from gains of around 1.4% in the three quarters before. 
The deceleration early this year was largely driven by volatile non-wage labour costs on the back of a 3% qoq decline of 
these costs in Germany. Labour costs excluding payroll taxes and the like rose by 1.5% yoy in Q1, in line with the gains of 
the previous 3 quarters.  
 
The underlying picture is clear: wage inflation has started to stabilise in the Eurozone in response to the return to some 
economic growth in spring 2013. As the Eurozone continues to adjust, labour costs are more subdued on the periphery than 
at the core, with wage costs (ex payroll taxes) up 2.3% in Germany, 1.8% in France, 0.9% in Portugal, 0.6% in Spain while 
dropping 0.2% in Italy. For France, this is still too much. In Italy, the adjustment seems to be underway.  
 
In a further sign of gradual labour market recovery, job vacancies rose modestly for a second successive quarter to 1.7% in 
Q1 2014. The ratio of vacancies to jobs varies considerably: in Germany, the high and rising level of 2.9% points to consid-
erable tightness in the labour market, while ratios are merely stabilising at low levels in several peripheral countries such as 
Spain (0.6%), Ireland (0.7%), or beginning to modestly rise, for example in Italy and Portugal (both from 0.4% to 0.6% in 
Q1). Data for core countries beyond Germany was mixed: the Netherlands, Austria or France reported slightly higher ratios 
as well, while Finland and Belgium reported falling ratios. This confirms the trend that some core countries struggle to 
match the upturn in Germany and Spain.  
 

UK HOUSE PRICES: STILL BOOMING 

Another sharp acceleration of house price inflation in the UK in April provided further evidence that the talk of a cooling 
market could remain wishful thinking. According to the ONS, house prices rose by a whopping 9.9% yoy in April, the high-
est rate since 2010 and roughly in line with rates seen during the boom times leading up to the financial crisis. London rec-
orded a whopping 18.7% surge in house prices. Even in the weakest region, Northern Ireland, with 2.6%, house prices are 
running well ahead of any measure of UK wage growth. While new regulations including caps or limits to the Help-to-buy 
scheme may slow the further increase of growth rates, keeping the Bank rate at 0.5% for much longer will be increasingly 
difficult for the Bank of England. We expect the bank to start normalising rates in November with a first 25bp hike and to 
gradually raise them to 2.5% by the end of 2016.  
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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